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EDITORIAL This is the first edition

We hope that we are able to beat a path that
others might follow in demonstrating their
right to management and use of the lands and
waters of their ancestors and children.

of our office’s news magazine. The Land Office
will try to keep everyone up to date on what
is happening.

Since 1990 when the Land Office was opened
at Kowanyama

Kowanyama has become known for
continuing to break new ground in promoting
the establishment of indigenous land
management agencies in Australia.
We have looked to examples from our Indian
friends who have fought hard since the
seventies to establish tribal natural resource
management agencies amongst the fishing
tribes of Washington State in the US. They
have proven that indigenous people can lead
by example in exercising their rights to the
management of their lands and waters.
We often think things are moving slowly here
in Australia but as we look back to 1989 when
Kowanyama Council established the first
regulations to control non-aboriginal
recreational fishing on Kowanyama Lands
and looked at the idea of establishing its
own land management office we realise
how far we have come in the last twenty
years.

many other
groups all round Australia
have established their own agencies as the
idea of Aboriginal Ranger Services grew.

CONTACT US

Kowanyama’s idea of self-governance has
driven the success of the development of its
Land Office that takes direction from
Kowanyama
Aboriginal
Council
and
Traditional land owners. It was described at
one meeting by an east coast representative
as Kowanyama’s own black EPA. We like it !!

KOWANYAMA ABORIGINAL LAND AND NATURAL
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OFFICE
Post Office Box 32
Kowanyama QLD 4871
Manager
Viv Sinnamon
viv@klco.org.au

It is hard to trust either government or
Australia’s version of Native Title to do the
right thing for Aboriginal rights and
responsibilities in this country. We are proud
to say that Kowanyama has asserted those
rights quietly without waiting for Government
or lawyers to say they can or should.

Teddy Bernard
Administration Officer
admin@klco.org.au
Telephone:
Fax:

07 4060 5187
07 4060 5187
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Listening to Billy Frank Jr. the Chairman of the
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission speak
in Seattle in June for his eightieth birthday it
was clear to I and Tania that we are on the
right path.

message. One of the Land Office’s
achievements has been in providing jobs for
fifteen people and a Staff Training and
Development Program with staff traveling to
places like the United Nations in New York,
Alaska, Timor and Seattle, Darwin, Sydney,
Cairns and the Kimberley.
Our staff and community are our most
valuable resource and we honour them.
Enjoy the first edition of our magazine and
celebrate Kowanyama’s achievements.
Viv
Editor

GETTING READY FOR
THE WET SEASON
Cyclone season on the way
Billy spoke of his experience in the indigenous
rights struggle that began during the days of
Martin Luther King of the sixties through the
American Indian Movement and Wounded
Knee of the seventies and later the fishing
rights struggle in his own state with his father
that resulted in his tribe and other
Washington tribes gaining fishing rights in
their state.

The Ranger Service has begun to gear up for the
coming wet season with a review of a
documentary on cyclones and their impact upon
buildings. The group have been preparing
emergency equipment and getting work areas
cyclone ready
Ergon has removed trees from power lines and a
Cairns arborist has been commissioned to cut
African mahogany trees down where they
threaten houses around town. Unfortunately
mahogany trees have a bad record in cyclones
landing on houses and cars in high winds. Their
roots do not go deep enough to be safe. Talks have
begun to propose a ban on the planting of these
trees in the town area.

This led to the tribes developing their own
natural resource management agencies which
have been the example that the Kowanyama
Land Office has followed for the last twenty
years.
Billy offered his support to Kowanyama in a
hand written fax to Kowanyama during the
early 1990’s on cooperative management of
river country and later in his foreword in our
Land Office prospectus in 2009.

It is a pity to lose their beauty and shade but they
are dangerous
People are asked to start cleaning up loose gear in
their yards and putting out rubbish for collection.
Start now and do not leave it to the last minute
when everyone is busy in a cyclone warning.

The lesson from his mob has been the need to
keep banging the same old drum of
indigenous rights to the responsibility for
management of country. Even when it seems
no one is listening and knowing that
sometimes listening does not mean hearing.
The value of people in making all the words
on paper work has been the other important

Did everyone know that the new Sports and
Recreational Centre has been built as a safe place
in a cyclone emergency. A lot of money has been
spent learning from the Cyclone Larry experience
to provide Kowanyama with a fully equipped
emergency shelter.
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SELF GOVERNANCE OF
ABORIGINAL LANDS
What’s it mean to Kowanyama
One of the guiding rules in the operation of
Kowanyama Land Office operations as an
Aboriginal land management agency is selfgovernance.

Agreement by traditional owners in 2009.

recreational fishing on Aboriginal lands way
back in 1988.

IN MEMORY OF OUR ELDER
Thomas Bruce 1927-2011

Kowanyama has fought hard since the 1987
handover of administration of Kowanyama
Aboriginal Lands to keep Aboriginal control
over management at Kowanyama.

Yir Yoront Brown Crane Clan

The agreement returned land ownership to
the Oykangand people of the Alice and
Mitchell River region and for the first time in
The simplest way to explain self-governance is
Australia provided for day to day
Aboriginal management of Aboriginal Lands
management of the National Park by the
by Aboriginal People for Aboriginal People.
traditional owner’s own land management
agency. The negotiated agreement was a
Tribes
of
the
Pacific
more self-governing form
Northwest say that indigenous “OUR ABORIGINAL COUNCIL IS of joint management
management must have three GUIDED BY THE COUNSEL OF with
the
State
important things in place for ELDERS
AND
WHAT Government.
good governance.
TRADITIONAL OWNERS WANT “But in the same breath
 Ability to develop policy
FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF I’m going to say as an
 Ability to put that policy KOWANYAMA
ABORIGINAL Aboriginal Councillor and
into action
LANDS AND WE WILL FIGHT FOR a Top End Traditional
 Ability to find good advice
Owner that while we
THAT. THIS IS KOWANYAMA NOT might have signed a joint
This is important for the CAIRNS,
BRISBANE
OR management agreement
success of the Land Office and
ANYWHERE ELSE.
THIS IS with the State for the
other local organisations like
National Park, there will
the new Native Title Body ABORIGINAL LAND AND THAT be no talk at all about coCorporate, Abm elgoring LAND WILL BE MANAGED BY management
of
ambung, Errk oykangand Land ABORIGINAL PEOPLE, Thomas Kowanyama Aboriginal
Trust, Kowanyama Cattle
Lands owned by our
Hudson (Mayor)
Company and Men’s and
people. That is not
Women’s Groups.
negotiable we are the
primary
managers
of
that 2000 square miles
Kowanyama began the development of land
of Aboriginal Land” said Mr Michael Yam who
management policy when it put in place laws
has the Council portfolio for lands and culture.
that limited and controlled nonindigenous

“The Government has been managing
our country for a helluva long time. Its
time now for us to stand and speak for
our right and manage our country
ourselves”

The struggle for rights to the responsibility for
management of Aboriginal Lands has included
Kowanyama’s purchase of Oriners and Sefton
pastoral leases in the 1990’s and the recent
signing of the Errk Oykangand National Park

The 1994 Mukarnt Planning Retreat
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BIOCULTURAL DIVERSITY

International networks
of indigenous people.

People from Seneca and Navaho
nations were invited to attend a
three day retreat in Maryland USA
with delegates from Papua New
Guinea,
Australia,
Ethiopia,
Phillipines, Kenya, Peru, Mexico
and Tajikistan. Kowanyama was
there.

Peru is the home of the potato before it was
spread around the world by Europeans after
the 1500’s. Alejandro from Peru in South
America told everyone about how his people
were collecting a lot of the old types of
potatoes at one place in the mountains. They
were worried that the old kinds might be lost
through breeding out. It is now an
international struggle for his people the Incas.
They are worried that big companies around
the world are using laws in their own
countries to say that they own the different
kinds of potatoes to breed grow and sell. This
is the law non-indigenous governments call
“patenting”.

The Christensen Fund sponsored the meeting
of indigenous people and organisations
supported by TCF in their work.
“The Kowanyama Land Office felt very
honoured to have been invited to attend a
meeting like that. The people who came to the
meetings in Washington DC and Maryland
were all deeply involved in the struggle for
indigenous rights around the world. They were
all doing amazing things in their own
countries,” said Viv Sinnamon, Manager of the
Kowanyama Land Office who took part in the
meetings that spread over five days.

The people from Tajikistan which was once
part of Russia also spoke about the same
problem. In their country they are fighting to
save the original bush varieties of apple, pears
and mulberry trees. Their country is also very
high mountain country. In the very early times
this was where many of the fruit we know
today grew wild and were spread around the
world by explorers and colonists.

Some of the people did not speak English and
spoke with help from three Spanish,
Russian/Tajik interpreters at the meetings.

Everyone at the meeting spoke about how
they were losing a lot of the old knowledge
5
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about country and traditional practices. The
Native people from Chihuahua in Mexico were
surprised to hear that Kowanyama was doing
some of the same kinds of things as
Kowanyama. They were working on water
quality and river management in their villages
high in the Sierra Madre mountains. Like
Kowanyama and everyone else at the meeting
they were looking for ways to teach their
younger generations about caring for the
health of their people and country.

diversity of planet earth was what kept it and
all life on earth healthy and happy.
A small group volunteered to begin writing
the draft Chesapeake Statement on the 100
kilometre bus trip back to Washington DC.
The statement is being produced in Spanish,
Russian and English and will be available soon.

The many different things that
connect everything in our land,
seas, oceans, rivers and the sky in
harmony with people, their
spiritual and physical health is
what biological and cultural
diversity (Bio-cultural diversity)
means.

Photo by Nicolas Villaume
The mountains of Tajikistan are very different to Kowanyama
country taken by French photographer working with the group
Photo by Nicolas Villaume

The meeting held in a conference centre in
Saint Michaels, Maryland brought indigenous
groups together to work out ways that
international indigenous groups and their
network of supporters could promote the idea
of bio-cultural diversity both at home in their
own community and country, and around the
world.
The question that united the group was, “how
to care for the earth and maintain indigenous
cultures and find ways to promote the value
of traditional knowledge both in their
communities and non-indigenous societies”

The Tajik participants who said they would like to visit
Kowanyama and at the end of the retreat presented Viv with a
traditional cap.

How our US networks work

Pyramid Communications from Portland,
Oregon did a very good job in their facilitation
of the communications workshop at St
Michaels for the Christensen Fund.

When Viv arrived at Dulles Airport from Los
Angeles on his way to the meeting he was met
by Barry Alpher who has been studying Yir
Yoront language at Kowanyama since the
1960’s. Barry drove Viv to the hotel where he
was staying in DC. Thanks Barry!

At the end of the meeting everyone agreed
that a statement should be made from the
group as an international gathering of
indigenous groups and organisations. The
statement would affirm the need for wider
understanding of the world indigenous view
on the need to care for mother earth and to
understand the connectedness of all living
things with the environment in which all the
cultures of the world live. The bio-cultural

Pyramid Communications are from Oregon
which is the State where Gary Drewien lives
when not in SA. Gary was Manager of the
Land Office in 1997. Gary has been recording
coastal wetland biological and cultural
diversity values for Kowanyama since 2009.
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While in DC the group attended Indigenous
Voices on climate change symposium and
visited the companion exhibition at the
Museum of the American Indian called
Conversations With the Earth. The Museum
was opened in 2004 as a symbol of triumph
and respect.
While visiting the international indigenous
group and TCF members had a lunch time
meeting with senior staff of the museum.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN

To make the political point of indigenous
survival the museum is located within
sight of the White House. Exhibits in the
museum show that Indian culture
survives into the present day and are
visited by thousands of American and
non-American tourists every year.
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WHILE WE WERE IN WASHINGTON DC

Breakfast on the last day organiser of Conversations with the
Earth Exhibition and the Indigenous Voices Symposium

We all enjoyed staying in really nice accommodation and we all
thought only restaurants and cafes had menus.....wrong!! This
hotel had a “pillow menu” to choose your pillow size etc.!!

Everyone enjoyed the Museum of the American Indian with its
cafe of native foods and bookshop and displays of what it
means to be an Indian today.

Gabriel Yaiva Navaho from Arizona and Nick Lunch English
Photographer who has been training indigenous groups to tell
their stories through media walking past the White House.
Everyone meets in front of the Liaison Hotel before sightseeing.
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New maps of
Kowanyama Aboriginal
Lands
Aaron Crosbie the Land Office Coordinator
and computer mapping specialist has been
busy this year with the help of an outside
expert making new maps for Kowanyama
Aboriginal Lands.
The first stage involved redrawing the old
DOGIT area. This included the coastal wetland
areas being surveyed by our Land Office staff,
Elders and Gary Drewien.
The Errk oykangand National Park has been
mapped at the same time as the Oriners and
Sefton areas.
New satellite photos have been used to draw
the new maps which are Kowanyama’s own.
After some work on the ground over the next
year or so the maps will be better than
anything available through the Government.
This will mean that it will be easier to map the
cultural places, stories and other knowledge
on an information system that belongs to
Kowanyama.
Thanks to non-government support from
organisations like the Christensen Fund in
America and our team of independent
scientists coordinated of course by Aaron
Crosbie who has done a great job. Work
continues.

CULTURAL HERITAGE CLEARANCE FOR ROADWORKS
Working with Carpentaria Shire Council
Land Office staff and Elders, Colin Lawrence and Paddy Yam have recently done some clearance works with
Jack Parry and Steven Andersen of Carpentaria Shire this month.
The Council was looking for road building material from borrow pits along the road between Kowanyama
boundary on Rutland and towards Mentana on the Normanton road from Dunbar Station. Not a lot of good
material was found closer to Kowanyama when test pits were dug and recovered with the guidance of Elders
to ensure no cultural sites were disturbed during the operation. The crew had hoped to locate areas that could
be dug and stockpiled before the wet season rains. It is a race against time now with the early rains closing the
Scutton for several days recently.
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Locally threatened species
The land Office has been working on plans to
make sure we do not lose two native plants
from Delta wetlands. They are the lotus
(Nelumbo nucifera) and the water cane
(Phragmites australis)

The nearest known occurrence of the lotus is
at Midlothian on Delta Downs where there is
a well established population of the plant.
Two good seasons have seen the lotus at Red
Lilly spread across almost a quarter of the

Both have natural and cultural values that
traditional owners want protected.

lagoon. It is likely that following this wet
season the lotus will cover the entire eastern
end of the lagoon near blue tongue story.
An outbreak of the water weed hymenachne
was located at the site in 2009 and seems to
have been kept under control with grazing
stock.
Plans to completely fence Red Lilly are under
way. Ron Beezley Kowanyama’s new CDEP
Coordinator is currently combining fencing
and some weed management activities at Red
Lilly with his Rural Studies training program.

Red Lilly restoration works
Red Lilly has one of the highest numbers of
different native wetland plants on the delta.
The lotus is an important part of a culturally
significant site as well as being an icon of
beauty for the region.

Students will begin the eradication of candle
bush, rubber vine and Chinee Apple from the
immediate area of Blue Tongue Story as part
of their studies. Rangers will then finish the
work that remains.
Fencing of the lagoon will protect its high
diversity of water plants from grazing by
horses and cattle

Red Lilly at Kowanyama is the last of the lotus
beds on the lower Mitchell after the loss of
the bed at Big Red Lilly on Rutland Plains.
Lotus Lagoon at Dunbar is a large bed of lillies
that are reported to be under threat from an
infestation of para grass (Urochloa mutica).

Unfortunately this will mean that hymenachne
will need to be watched closely and treated
with the new herbicide verdict where it is not
possible to remove plants by hand.
10
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LOCALLY EXTINCT PLANT
Water cane (Phragmites australis) was used
as toy spears by children and bullet spears
are made with its shafts by the men. The
only cane available now is at Pormpuraaw.
Over the last hundred years cattle and
horses have eaten the plant in areas that
were once covered in the light cane plant.
Not a single plant remains at Yum thila in
Kowanyumvl Pocket where the increase site
for the plant is located. The big stands at
Long Swamp that Elders remembered are
all gone.
Only a few stands of the cane still grow in
country to the north at Pormpuraaw.
Plants were obtained on two occasions from
Pormpuraaw with the help of the Land and
Sea Office there. Plants have been
successfully grown in the Culture and
Research Centre gardens as stock for future
plantings in an area protected from stock.

Photograph of Norman Junior and his brother
Frances George at Puyul in Chillagoe Pocket 1934
by Lauriston Sharp
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CRAYFISH TIME IS HERE
Everybody seems to be doing well this year
with crayfish. People have been dragging
places like Mukara Yard and Magoura and
have been getting good catches.
Better get in before the rains fill the lagoons
again or the pelicans take what’s left in the
shallowing lagoons.
Elders visiting Magnificent Creek roadworks
sand pits found dead barra and got half an
esky of red claw in ten minutes by hand

2011 Staff Graduations
A number of Land Office staff graduated in
their studies during this last half of the year.
Teddy Bernard who is a member of Cape York
Institute has completed his Certificate 3 in
Business Studies and continues to attend
Institute personal development activities.
Anzac Frank, Phillip Mango, Raven Greenwool
and Darren Birchley have their certificate
three in Conservation and Land Management
through On Country the Land Office’s chosen
RTO.

SQUEAKY IS HOME

Senior Animal Officer Willie Banjo now has his
certificate 4 in Rural Studies (Animal Health)

Stanley Budby is now home at Mapoon and
word has it that our friend now has a Ranger
job at Mapoon and attended the Pormpuraaw
Land and Sea Centre, CSIRO, Wild Rivers
workshop on Vine thicket biodiversity
monitoring at Pormpuraaw this week with his
other work colleagues.

Deidre Paul (Animal Health) continues her
Certificate 4 Rural Studies
The Land Office congratulates everyone on
their achievements.

We are all very happy for you here at the Land
Office in Kowanyama. Onya squeaky!!
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WILD LIFE ADAPTING TO
LIFE WITH TOADS
Goannas seem to be on the comeback trail
over the last few years and predators of the
toad seem to have worked out ways to avoid
the poisons from the introduced pest. Crows
and butcher birds flick the animal over and
peck out the insides. Others have found other
ways to eat the cane toad.
Last wet a falcon was seen leaving a frog that
it had gutted through the mouth hanging on
the barbed wire fence at Kokoberra Swamp.

Sand goanna, Varanus panoptes in a tree on the sand ridge
near Thonguy Swamp at Topsy Creek

Nice tree goanna or wanguw, Varanus tristis photographed in a
tree near Shelfo Crossing in the middle of this year.

Numerous goannas have been seen along the
Burke Development Road to Cairns. Many
have also been seen closer to town
particularly on the coast where some have
found their way onto the coals for dinner.
Even blue tongue lizards are being seen more
regularly now. A good sign that maybe they
are working out how to deal with toads
Varanus mertensis photographed by Gary Drewien early this
dry season at the culvert near Kokoberra Swamp
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Mitchell River Mission 1919

PRESERVING KOWANYAMA’S CULTURAL
AND HISTORIC HERITAGE
The Land Office has had brass plaques made describing the main historical sites of Chapman Road
known during Mission times as the compound.
Plinths will be made to place the plaques that celebrate where the dormitory was located before
becoming the Department of Aboriginal and Islander Affairs administration building after State
Government takeover in 1967. The plaques include other buildings down the street like the old
school which was demolished by cyclone Dora in 1964, and the mango tree where prisoners had
been chained during the early days of the mission.
Plans are being made to renovate Miss Card’s
house which will be the last of the old mission
buildings in Kowanyama today once the old
manager’s house on Chapman Road is
demolished for Police accommodation. The old
house will be identified with a plaque along with
the site of the Mission Office, Police station,
power house and butcher shop on the corner
where the new Culture and Centre Research
Centre now stands opposite the church.
Chapman Rd School destroyed by Cyclone Dora in 1964
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NO PLACE FOR MINERAL EXPLORATION
ON OUR DELTA COUNTRY

NEW KOWANYAMA MEMBER
ON LAND COUNCIL BOARD
Aaron Teddy was elected as the Kowanyama
People’s representative on Cape York Land
Council at a meeting of Traditional Owners on the
7th November at Kowanyama.
Shilo Villaflor and Lucy Blanco from CYLC assisted
in elections that were held at the Land Office.
Teddy Bernard Chair of Abm elgoring ambung the
Native Title PBC said that, “the new member was
a person who would speak up for Kowanyama”
Kowanyama had played a part in establishing
Land Council at Lockhart River in 1990.
Kowanyama representatives including Mayor
Thomas Hudson and the Manager of the Land
Office, Viv Sinnamon attended CYLC celebrations
for its twentieth birthday in Cairns this year.
1990 is also the year the Land Office was
established and the Mitchell River Watershed
Management Group was formed following the
Mitchell River Conference held at Kowanyama
Mayor Thomas Hudson with Bob Weatherall of FAIRA
In Brisbane and the late Isaac Hobson during the
meeting at Lockhart in 1990
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TIME TO
REGISTER A MATE
Animal Health Officers will be conducting a
campaign to make sure that all dogs are
registered for 2011-2012
Please pay your registration now costs are $20
per dog. Only 3 dogs per household are
allowed

ALMA’S DREAM HONOURED

Willie Banjo, Senior Animal Health Officer
reminds everyone it is council policy that only
permanent residents can register dogs. No
one can keep an unregistered dog.
Following the registration period any
unregistered dogs will be placed in the Council
Dog Pound
For a long time Alma Wason has wanted to find a
way to pass on knowledge she learned from her
old people to her family and community. Alma’s
dream has come true.

Register your dog at the land
office now

Bernadette Boscacci who once worked as an Arts
Coordinator at Kowanyama has worked hard with
Alma to publish a book on bush medicine with the
help of Black Ink Press in Townsville. The book
launch was held last month and was a great
success. The book, Uw Oykangand Oy berr is on
sale at the Land Office for $25. Anyone who would
like a copy of this wonderful book can see Teddy.

See Teddy at the Land Office to pay
registration. Collars are also available
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KOWANYAMA
Community
HELP SHAPE KOWANYAMA’S FUTURE BEFORE
SOMEONE ELSE DOES
Attend some meetings
Be involved

join a group

Speak up

READ OUR NEW MAGAZINE

BUY A COPY OF ALMA’S BOOK
The cultural landscape is very rich with 16000
geese and their young ready to leave with the
drying of the wetlands. Nests on the South
Mitchell carry ten to fifteen thousand nesting
water birds. The nests include ten different
kinds of birds like Ibis, spoonbill, divers and
cormorants, egrets and Night Herons known
at Kowanyama as brown cranes.

COASTAL WETLANDS STUDY
SUCCESSFUL IN 2011
The Land Office thanks The Christensen Fund
for their continuing support for Kowanyama’s
development of its Indigenous Wetland
Management Program with assistance of a
Technical Advisory Group of scientists and
traditional Owners.

There is nowhere in the rest of Northern
Australia that has such a piece of coastline
with its old shore lines and dune woodlands
that remains untouched.

This year the survey of the cultural and
natural values of coastal wetlands and sand
ridges conducted by Gary Drewien, Peter Paul,
Land Office staff and Jeff Shellberg has
confirmed that the Mitchell River delta
wetlands are very special to coastal clans and
the world.

Surveys will continue to record and map the
Aboriginal Lands of Kowanyama’s coastal zone
which have now been confirmed by
Kowanyama works to be of international
significance
17
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TRANSECT OF WETLANDS
Jeff Shellberg, geomorphologist from Griffith
University was retained by the Land Office to
conduct a survey of the Thakuluw wetland
system involving a walk through ridges and
rubber vine from the outside coastal plain
through to the beach with Land Office staff.
The survey was difficult but was successful. It
will help the Coastal Wetlands Program
describe the different wetland and sand ridge
scrub and builds upon work done earlier by
Gary Drewien and Peter Paul.
Jeff is from California and worked as the
Hydrologist for the Makah Tribe in
Washington State visited earlier this year by
the Manager, Viv Sinnamon of the Land Office
and Tania Major.

Coastal clan elder works on study
Peter Paul worked with Gary Drewien and Land Office staff this season to identify and document
sandridge and wetland coastal country between Topsy Creek and South Mitchell this dry season. A
helicopter was used to identify and photograph the wetlands and survey the bird population of the
area.
The names of places were recorded and advice given on cultural values of country from a camp near
Thakuluw. This included the old camp and well sites.

EAT MORE BUSH TUCKER
Be healthy and happy
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The Land Office has a joint project with Marcus
Barber from CSIRO in Darwin that has been
collecting information from the Oriners Mob,
Hughes family who were the original owners and
others who had worked there about changes to
the landscape.

WHEN ROADS GO BAD
IN FOREST COUNTRY
Struggling with answers
Until very recently the road through Oriners to
Dixie from Koolatah was a narrow two wheel track.
The journey from Koolatah to Oriners took two
hours which was about the same time taken to
travel from Oriners to Dixie. The small section of
road from Dixie to the main road at Artemis was
another hour. Dixie has always managed to keep
that section a little better than the western
section.
Soils in that country are not like the delta soils
closer to Kowanyama. They wash away once
disturbed by heavy traffic unless carefully
managed.

New track round the old just north of Oriners this year

The very sandy soils wash from the roads and
gullies into watercourses that make nearby
waterholes shallow. This is not good for fishing and
hunting and is a loss to what is already a very dry
and fragile environment

Jeff Shellberg visited Oriners with the team later
this season to help with ways to better manage
the Oriners lagoon and look at the problems of
erosion and road making and maintenance. A
lagoon management plan is being developed for
Oriners homestead lagoon.

“We don’t pretend to have all the
answers as scientists but we can help by
working with people who live there on
ground with the local knowledge, after
all it is the locals who live there that are
the managers and who all too often have
to live with the past mistakes of others
from somewhere else who did not listen.”
Jeff Shellberg during meetings at Kowanyama and Oriners.

Just out of Oriners on the way to Dixie Station 2011

The lesson has been learnt the hard way with the
establishment of Oriners and the increased traffic
there which was not heavy. The tracks on some
parts of the road are now deep enough to bury a
four wheel drive

The combination of
local
knowledge
with good technical
advice from good
partners like Jeff and
Marcus seems to be
a sensible way to
begin to find the
answers to this
serious problem. We
need roads but we
don’t need this kind
of erosion

When the grader was returned to Kowanyama
from Oriners and regular yearly light maintenance
did not happen the airstrip began to erode. Pilots
who used the strip said at the time that it was
better than a lot of the other station airstrips.
There are big gullies in the strip and along the
fence and now it is unusable.
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ORINERS SEASON
COMES TO A CLOSE

Carpentaria Shire. It is reported that there
was insufficient funds to proceed with the
completion of the road in 2011 by the Shire.
The road remains an issue with erosion
already evident on the cleared corridor.

Oriners season started late this year and is
now drawing to a close. Equipment has been
stored at Dixie Station for the wet season with
the generous assistance of owner Jim Waylon.
Extra security measures have been taken this
year.

Telstra installed a phone service at Oriners
late in the season following the closure of this
season’s works with the early rains. Lalnd
Office staff will visit briefly to ensure security
of solar equipment placed the by Telstra on
the shed roof.

Theft has been a problem this year with a
night robbery of
equipment at the
neighbouring
Alice
River Gold Mine.

This year the group
also
visited
Koolatah to check
family graves at
the station with
the owner who
had offered to
fence the site. The
three graves on
the Dunbar side of
the Koolatah river
crossing were also
checked
by
Michael and Paddy
Yam
and
Robert
Murray with Carpentaria Shire staff before the
causeway works began on the crossing.

This year Phillip Yam
was employed as a
full time Ranger and
later Louie Native
joined him to work at
Oriners during the
dry season. A police
presence in the area
slowed
illegal
camping and hunting
activity but Oriners mob
still found themselves having to ask a number
of groups to leave the area. Neighbouring
stations are having similar problems with
unwanted hunting groups. Some are
suspected of being responsible for fires in the
region along with possible lightning strikes.

Fire planning for forest country
Coordinator, Aaron Crosbie has been working
with Brian Ciffuentes, Rural Fire Service in
developing an Oriners fire management plan
as well as assisting neighbouring stations with
property fire management plans to allow for
possible early aerial burns in 2012

Oriners roadworks did not proceed this year
after Phillip and Michael Yam helped last year
in cultural heritage monitoring works and the
alignment of the new road corridor cut by
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FISH DEATHS BEING
INVESTIGATED
More than eighty deaths have
occurred amongst Northern
Queensland gropers over the
last five years.
Scientists in Townsville are
investigating the cause of the
deaths amongst groper. Many
are big mature fish similar to
the ones reported during Land
Office helicopter survey work of
rivers and coasts in 2010.
The cause of the deaths is a streptococcus
bacteria that was confirmed for a specimen
collected by Ranger Phillip Mango in 2010.
The evidence of three other deaths of large
fish has been reported by Kowanyama Land
Office to Townsville scientists.
The bacteria infects mullet, grunter and ocean
catfish. People are being asked to report sick
fish or those carrying sores. If possible sick or
dead fish should be bagged and taken to the
Land Office for action.

Large dead groper located on the Topsy to South Mitchell
beach in 2010

Dog pound almost ready

HUMBLE HUMPY WINS
AWARD AT LAURA

Kowanyama’s dog pound is now almost complete
with just some landscaping works and furnishing
to be done.

The first contribution to the fundraiser for the
building of a future six million dollar Culture and
Research Centre at Kowanyama was made
unexpectedly at this year’s Laura Dance Festival.
Viv Sinnamon and Phillip Mango travelled to Laura
with the materials to build a wet season humpy at
the festival grounds. They were helped by Evans
Possum, Steven Patterson and Malcolm Possum.
Palm leaf shrivelled on its 12 hour journey from
Kowanyama and there was panic at the end that
there was not enough material to finish it. It ended
up looking great and created a lot of
interest.Friends and relatives in Laura now have a
traditional wet season humpy to show their
children and their community.

Dogs not registered and found wandering the
streets next year will be impounded at the facility.
The new building has kennels and an exercise yard
as well as surgery space. The surgery will be
furnished and set up for use in the New Year by
Animal Health staff and visiting vets.

Elder Colin Lawrence who sang for the children’s
dance group accepted an award from the
Governor with a $3000 prize.
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ENGAGING YOUNGER
GENERATIONS
Our future leaders and managers
Land Office staff continue their involvement in
school class activities as the term nears an end for
the 2011 school year. The last classes were with a
primary school class at the office on the history of
Kowanyama and life before telephones and TV,
sliced bread and a flash supermarket and with
grade sixes on traditional weapons

RANGERS REMOVE CANDLE BUSH

Activities this year have included class talks with
Quarantine Service and Land Office staff on feral
pig health, bush tucker lunches in the bush,
traditional technology classes with Elders and
teachers that produced works for display at the
Laura Dance Festival.

Six o’clock bush known in other places as candle
bush has been a medicine for skin conditions like
ring worm for a long time but does not come from
this region.

Some students did work experience with office
staff. It is hoped that in 2012 some students will
continue with visits and work experience at
Rutland Plains and Dunbar Stations.

Plants from town have found their way to the edge
of Red Lilly Lagoon and are now a thick patch that
stops access to the water, the lotus and story place
Rangers are now removing the weed manually
with Toyota and snatch em straps. Some rubber
vine and Chinee apple are also being treated at the
site which will soon look much better as part of
the Red Lilly Wetland Restoration Program.

Viv Sinnamon said that “the Land Office looks
forward to working with the new principal next
year in encouraging cultural studies and bush
classes that provide relevant and interesting
content that complements school curricula”.
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organising. We have targeted nine projects that
we want to look into over the next twelve months.

The Nine Projects






ABM ELGORING AMBUNG

NEWS

Encouraging NAIDOC Activities
Promoting Cultural Activities
Supporting Sporting Bodies
Supporting Aged Care
Supporting Cemetery and Memorial
Maintenance
Supporting Kowanyama Artist
Digitising all historical records
Promoting Land Office Day Celebrations
Promoting Determination Day Celebrations

Our organisation’s name is a Kunjen one
and means “people gathering, combining
or meeting together”.






Our official name is Abm Elgoring Ambung
Aboriginal Corporation (RNTBC). We were formed
soon after our Native Title Determination in 2009.
We have 45 members who are all Traditional
Owners of Kowanyama and 8 Directors who are all
Traditional Owners who live in Kowanyama.

These programs are only part of what we want to
do but we must take things slowly to make sure
that the programs grow with the community and
be creative in the community support and
development area.
This is only a brief outline of what the PBC is doing
and planning for the next 12 months so hopefully
we will all see some positive things happening.
Above all our aim is to operate towards our vision.

OUR VISION
To provide excellent leadership so that
our land and culture will continue to be
improved and protected against all
elements so that our future generations
have something to protect

Charlotte Yam taking MYOB lessons

Our main aim at the moment is to get into a
position which would see us retain and manage
Kowanyama Aboriginal Land. This means that the
land will remain in Kowanyama people’s hands. At
a later date we hope to retain the ownership of
the Township Area as well so that this land will
also remain in the hands of the Kowanyama
People.

We see that the ownership and
protection of our lands and waterways
will support education of our young and
care of our Elders. It will also ensure that
our culture survives and is passed on.

We are looking forward to the day when we can
say to our children “This land belongs to youfla!”

We intend to be leaders in selfgovernance and sufficiency to provide
strong opportunities in education, health
and employment

As well as dealing with land issues we want to
deliver and support community projects and
programs as well. The support can be through a
number of things like donations, funding or
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LOCAL ARTIST PUTS FINISHING
TOUCHES TO WORK
Chris Kitchener has spent a lot of time on his
most recent painting which he is hoping will
sell on ebay.

WALLY WALLWORK’S WORKS
People visiting the Cairns airport on the way home
to Kowanyama might have noticed the large
feathers high on the ceiling in the departure
lounge corridor.

The artwork is three metres in length in oil on
canvas. Chris has been developing his own
portfolio to promote his work. Good luck Chris

The artworks were commissioned by the Airport
Authority and were done by Wally the same artist
who did the laneway murals that brighten the
Land Office walls.
Wally worked with local artists and helpers,
Priscilla Major, Chris Henry, Keifer Paul and Jamal
Josiah to paint the laneway between the store,
Bank and Land Office with a series of murals last
year.
The work was supported by the Indigenous
Regional Arts Development Fund providing a very
attractive public art space in what was a very dull
part of town. Many people came to visit each day
as the artwork came together in the lane and at
the airport overnight camp ground
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RIVER SHARK TIME
Fresh in the river
The white lillies are beginning to shoot and
some are budding with the first rains. We
should see flowers soon.
Some people have caught shark with the
recent run in the river from the Walsh and
Lynd River runoff. Everyone is waiting for the
sharks to fatten. Most sharks that have been
caught are still carrying brown fat but they
were enjoyed anyway by those that could not
wait for their first taste of shark for the year.

RECONIX REMOTE CAMERAS
Taking monitoring to new level
After the bower birds started raiding our mammal
traps of their hinging rods and toads took over our
small traps the Land Office has invested in remote
cameras to monitor animal populations and
wetland health. Special moment at Tharkuluw 2011

Echidna painting by Charlotte Yam
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Photograph by Phillip Mango

CONTEMPLATION

HESITATION
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